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Executive Summary 
Nor’easter Remedies (N’R) intends to be one of the first adult-use cannabis microbusinesses in Massachusetts 

Massachusetts's recreational / adult-
use marijuana market finally opened 
in July 2018, but has been constrained 
by regulations and slow licensing 
rollouts, with only twelve shops 
currently holding a final license 

All twelve facilities were previously 
licensed medical dispensaries 
(vertically integrated) and given 
precedence for adult-use licensing 

The new market sub-divides licensure 
across cultivation, processing, retail 
store fronts and social consumption 
establishments (e.g. weed bars) 

Nor’easter Remedies applied with the 
State in January and expects to 
receive a final license by Fall 2019, 
making N’R one of the first licensed 
wholesalers in the adult-use market 

Sales of recreational marijuana in 
Massachusetts's first full year of 
production are projected to be 
$700mm, growing steadily to 
$900mm by the year 2020¹ 

As a major tourism and cultural 
center of New England, Boston is 
uniquely positioned to serve as the 
central hub for recreational marijuana 
in the Northeast while New York and 
New Jersey lag behind on legalization 

The market is ripe for entry, especially 
on the supply-side, with over 700,000 
Massachusetts residents expected to 
be adult-use marijuana consumers, 
plus a further influx of cross-state 
customers leading analysts to project 
supply shortages in the opening years 
of the adult-use market in MA1,2  

N’R has applied for a microbusiness 
license which permits both cultivation 
and processing – all product will then 
be sold wholesale to licensed retailers 

Each aspect of the business and 
cultivation strategy has been chosen 
to optimize plant quality and potency, 
positioning N’R as premium/top-shelf 

N’R is utilizing the latest cultivation 
technologies and methods including 
COB LED lighting, fully sealed rooms, 
and a soilless growing medium 

The flexibility of the microbusiness 
license will allow N’R to shift 
production focus from cultivating 
flower in early years of high demand, 
then shifting focus into production of 
in-demand extracts as flower prices 
decline and can be utilized as an input 

Market Structure The Opportunity Nor’easter Remedies 

N  R 
Sources: 
1 Marijuana Business Factbook 2017, Marijuana Business Daily 
2 State of Legal Marijuana | 5th Edition, Arcview Market Research 

Mention when they opened vs 
when licensing began? 
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N’R has secured a ten year lease on a ~15,000 sq ft warehouse 
in Leicester, Massachusetts with 5,000 sq ft dedicated to plant 
space (canopy) and ample processing room 

N’R has negotiated a Community Host Agreement with the 
Town Council and is finalizing site plans with the Planning Board 

The facility is centrally located in Massachusetts enabling sales 
to the majority of future retail dispensaries in the densely 
populated areas in both Eastern and Western MA 

Facility Overview 

Location Summary Town of Leicester – Marijuana Zoning¹ 

N’R has secured a ten year lease on a safe and well-located facility perfectly sized for high-quality cultivation 

Facility Location 

Currently Licensed 

Pending License 

Current & Pending Medical Dispensaries² Population Density³ 

Facility Location 

Sources: 
1 Town of Leicester; Planning Department; Marijuana Zoning Information; Final Bylaw Amendments 4/4/2018 
2 Massachusetts Department of Public Health  (Note: Used as a proxy for likely distribution of medical and adult-use shops) 
3 United States Census Bureau  
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Management and Support Team 
Nor’easter Remedies has assembled a team of highly experienced cannabis specialists across Massachusetts 

N’R Managing Partners & Co-Founders 

Robert Harder 

Graduated Yale University in 2015 with a BA in Economics 

Worked as an analyst at UBS Investment Bank in New York 
offering mergers & acquisitions, valuation and sector analysis 

Responsible for corporate and financial obligations at N’R 

Connor McTaggart 

Graduated UConn in 2014 with BAs in Psychology & Philosophy  

Graduated UNH in 2017 with a MS in Healthcare Administration 

Three years of small to medium scale cultivation experience 

Responsible for day-to-day operations and cultivation at N’R 

Jordan Grossman 

Graduated UConn in 2014 with a BS in Communications 

Worked as a professional musician and club manager while 
pursuing small scale cultivation for three years 

Responsible for marketing, sales relationships, community 
outreach, communications and human resources at N’R 

Legal Counsel – Prince Lobel 

Security Advisors – Jensen Hughes 

N’R has engaged Prince Lobel Tye LLP as 
exclusive legal counsel 

Prince Lobel is a well established Boston-based 
firm with a strong track record in the marijuana 
industry, serving as counsel on three of the first 
four medical dispensaries licensed in Boston 

N’R has engaged Jensen Hughes to design and 
implement a fully compliant surveillance 
system and employee procedures for security 

Jordan Ferrantelli has over ten years of 
experience in security design and consulting and 
served as security liaison for the Illinois Medical 
Cannabis Pilot Program application process 
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Timeline of Operations 

Timeline and Current Objectives 
N’R has accomplished previous objectives on schedule and is well situated for the next steps 

Date Milestone 

Jul-Aug 2018 Raised $250k initial  
seed funding 

Sep 2018 Secured a ten year lease 
on a facility  

Dec 2018 Negotiated with Town  
of Leicester 

Jan 2019 Presented at Community 
Outreach Meeting 

Jan 2019 Finalized Host  
Community Agreement 

Jan-Apr 2019 License application under 
review with the CCC 

Feb-Apr 2019 Raise additional $3.0mm 
for core fund 

Apr-Aug 2019 Facility build-out 

Aug 2019 Final approvals from CCC 
and Town of Leicester 

Aug 2019 Begin production 

Nor’easter Remedies’ completed microbusiness application was submitted with the Cannabis 
Control Commission (“CCC”) as of January 30th  

The CCC has stated a window of 90 days in which to review an application and request any 
further information or follow-up questions 

Upon successful review, N’R will be awarded a Provisional License which gives permission to 
start the build-out of the facility as per the approved blueprints and plans 

The CCC and Town will then inspect the finished facility prior to Final Licensure and operation 

License Application Process 

Nor’easter Remedies has previously raised $250k in seed funding in order to secure a suitable 
facility, navigate through local town approvals, and prepare/submit CCC application 

N’R is currently seeking commitments for an additional $3.0 million in core funding to  
support the build-out and initial operations (additional detail on Page 6) 

Investment is ultimately contingent on N’R’s receipt of a Provisional License from CCC –  
all funds will only be made available to N’R if and when a license is secured 

N’R is willing to work with suitable partners to tailor an appropriate financing structure  
across majority / minority equity stakes and debt / convertible financing 

Core Fund Raise 
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Although the microbusiness license offers great flexibility and 
is an effective way to maximize profits in the early years, 
Nor’easter Remedies plans to continue to increase scale 
through further expansion in the adult-use market 

Upon any annual license renewal, N’R has the option to forgo 
the microbusiness license and obtain separate licenses for 
cultivation, production, or retail that would remove the 
microbusiness limitations and allow uncapped production 

N’R intends to carefully monitor the ongoing market demand 
for flower and various cannabis products in order to focus 
expansion efforts on the most profitable products or channels 

Nor’easter has the ability to pursue expansion plans for 
increased production at the current facility through building 
out the second floor for processing rooms and equipment  

N’R can pursue further cultivation or retail expansion through 
acquiring additional space in the buildings located on the same 
property and owned by same landlord at the current facility 

Upside potential for 10x or greater return on investment 
depending on timing and margins of expansion opportunity 

N’R has compiled a database of reliable wholesale pricing data 
from all legal states over time in an effort to model future 
prices – ultimately it is clear that following an initial period of 
supply shortage and outsized demand, wholesale prices will 
decline as more licensees enter the market  

The microbusiness license gives N’R the flexibility to cultivate 
and sell raw flower, process that flower into extracts/infused 
products, or purchase additional raw flower for processing   

N’R intends to use the flexibility of the license as a hedge 
against falling wholesale flower prices: focusing on cultivation 
efforts in the early years to maximize flower output while 
market supply is low, and shifting focus in later years into 
production of the latest in-demand goods with higher margins 

The Base Case presented here is meant to maximize profits 
under the microbusiness license based on a dynamic financial 
model that determines the optimal production split between 
cultivation and processing given any wholesale flower price 

The Base Case projects over 5x return on investment by Year 
10 based upon conservative assumptions calculated on the 
microbusiness license and current facility before expansion 

Base Case – Dynamic Microbusiness  

Microbusiness Base Case and Expansion 
The Base Case maximizes results at the current facility while the Upside Case plans for future expansion 

Upside Case – Expansion Plans 
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Year 1 profits impacted by incomplete harvest/production cycle, startup 
expenses, construction downtime and time for first harvest to mature 

Flower production under full operations in begins at 1,600 lbs of dry, 
sellable flower in early years, increasing to 1,800 lbs in later years 

Wholesale flower price per pound declining 4.0% per year from $2,100 

Base Case accounts for purchasing 900 additional lbs of flower in Year 3 for 
processing, dynamically increasing to 2,000 lbs by Year 10 

Base Case model plans to begin processing 10% of N’R’s own cultivated 
flower in Year 4 into extracts, increasing to 70% by Year 10 

Drivers & Assumptions Income Summary ($ millions) 

Financial Summary – Base Case 
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Revenue Operating Income Net Profit

The Base Case model represents conservative projections for the current facility without any expansion plans 

Core Fund Expenses Shareholder’s Equity ($ millions) 

Cultivation Rooms 410,000  

Growing Equipment 464,557  

HVAC Equipment 400,000  

Lighting System 183,218  

Alarm & Video Security System 80,000  

General Contracting & Engineering Fees 240,000  

Facility Demo and Renovations 170,000  

Electricity Wiring and Build Out 400,000  

Plumbing Build Out 110,000  

Misc. Initial Costs  106,476  

5 Months Downtime Operating 435,749  

Total $3,000,000  

Base Case projects over 5x 
ROI before any expansion 
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Disclaimer & Cautionary Statement  

Disclaimer 
This presentation and the information contained herein are provided solely for information purposes, and no investment decision 
relating to securities of or relating to Nor’easter Remedies, LLC or its affiliates should be made solely on the basis of this document.  
No representation or warranty is made or implied concerning, and N’R assumes no responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness, 
reliability or comparability of the information contained herein or gathered from third parties, which is based solely on publicly 
available information, privately obtained industry reports and actual contractor quotes.  
 
 

Forward-Looking Statements 
This presentation contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements,” including but not limited to management’s 
outlook for Nor’easter Remedies, LLC’s financial performance and statements relating to the anticipated future development of N’R’s 
business position in the newly opened adult-use marijuana industry. While these forward-looking statements represent N’R’s best 
judgments and expectations concerning the matters described, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could 
cause actual developments and results to differ materially from these initial expectations.  
 
 

Contact Information 
Robert Harder, Managing Partner 
Noreaster.Remedies@gmail.com 
+1-203-241-2584 
 
 
 


